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Steel Replacement Bifolds & French Doors 
Bring your patio to life with our gorgeous steel 

replacement French doors. Featuring slender 

frames, square overall appearance and with 

beautiful art-deco handles. The perfect alternative to 

traditional steel doors. 

 
Our art-deco style doors transform your 

home with the latest on-trend steel-look doors. 

Authentic looking doors down to the familiar details 

such as deep bottom rails, the traditional lock 

backplate and the horizontal glazing bars. 

 
Add the latest glazing trend in your 

home, office, or restaurant.  

 

Steel Replacement Windows & Screens 

Transform your home with cutting edge Heritage or 

modern steel replacement windows. These unique 

aluminium windows are perfect for period homes as well 

modern houses or extensions and come with matching 

residential doors. 

 
Slim sightlines combined with impressive aesthetics and 

dependable window security. Our bespoke steel 

replacement windows are perfect for replacing your old 

metal windows with a modern and thermally efficient 

alternative. 

Classic or contemporary looking windows to preserve or 

enhance the look of your home. 

Available as fixed, opening, bay, bow, corner windows, or floor 

to ceiling glazing. 

Integrates with matching doors, creating beautiful steel-look 

entrance screens. 

Can also create contemporary New York style internal screens 

with or without doors. 
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Aluco Steel Look Internal Doors 
Aluco Elegance Interior Doors, Screens and partitions take 

inspiration from the industrial look, heritage glazing and 

modern interiors. 

 
Our Aluco range enhances your interior spaces with internal 

doors, fixed screens and general metal-framed doors. 

Combining desirable aesthetics with premium hardware and 

classic glass designs. 

 
Our range covers minimalist, traditional or contemporary 

designs, promising exactly the right look in your home. 

 
A range of hardware suits all manner of door designs, with all doors 

using stainless steel fixings, quality hinges and robust door locks. 

 
Sealing the doors is a range of rubber flipper gaskets, wedge gaskets 

and woolpile. All of these components work together in sealing your 

doors and protecting your property from winter weather. 

 
The door handles come from the best hardware manufacturers 

available as standard designs, art-deco styles and using a multi-point 

locking system. Also provided to these doors is a period backplate, 

typical of old metal doors. 

 
 

. 

 
As well as clear toughened glass, you 

can add privacy with a choice of 

textured, patterned or acid-etched 

glazing. 

 
Choose from single or double doors, 

with or without sidelights and in a 

great choice of colours. 
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